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Abstract
Delay and Disruption Tolerant networks (DTN) are subject to intermittent connection and long delay, thus the internet
congestion control mechanisms are not suitable for DTNs. Data Delivery Rate and Delivery Delay are the parameters
affected badly when network or part of a network is in congestion. In recent years, Congestion control strategies in DTNs
are considered an active area for research. In this research a hybrid congestion control mechanism, Message Admission
Control with Buffer Space Advertisement (MACBSA) is proposed which is based on MaxProp routing protocol.
Preliminary results show the improvement in network performance while utilizing network resources efficiently.
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buffer by implementing bundle layer, in order to find the
next hop and lookup there routingtable to decide the
route. Passive routing and Active Routing are the two
main divi
sions of Stochastic Routing scheme that are preferable as
topology can be changed any span of time[2, 4]. In DTNs,
one copy of message is not sufficient to obtain acceptable
delivery ratio, thus replication of message such as
flooding mechanism is used. By increasing no. of
replication, delivery rate can be increased, while
considering infinite number of network resources. In
reality network resources are limited which leads to the
stage of head of line blocking considered as congestion.
Like TCP/IP, performance of the DTN’s depend on many
factors such as latency, probability of packet delivery,
congestion control, flow control, overhead ratio, hop
count, goodput and buffer space utilization. As it is
significant to ensure the delivery of packet on time, but
congestion occurrence affects the performance of DTNs
badly. Congestion control mechanism is required to
improve the performance measure of DTNs in term of
Latency, Delivery Ratio, and the delivery cost known as

1. Introduction
In TCP/IP networks, continuous end-to-end connection is
guaranteed. The routing protocols work on the assumption
that complete route can be established from source to
destination. Delay and Disruption Tolerant network
(DTNs) are the networks that lack continuous network
connectivity thus guarantee no end to end connection [1].
Routing between the non-fixed locations of nodes is a
challenging task. Routers are used to forward the packet
in TCP/IP. In extreme scenarios, if the link between
routers is not available, TCP/IP simply discards the packet
which reduces reliability. DTN is a solution to this
scenario, which has been proposed by National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in which
hop to hop reliability is maintained by using custody
transfer [2]. For DTNs, there is a store-carry and forward
approach, thus more disruption tolerant than TCP/IP [3].
Routers store the incoming packet in their memory chip or
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overhead [5]. In this work the challenging issues of DTNs
are studied, and existing congestion control mechanisms
are investigated such as open-loop, close-loop and hybrid.
The Research hypothesis is to investigate the existing
congestion control techniques for simulating a hybrid
scheme to control receipt and forwarding of packet for
reducing Latency, increasing Delivery Ratio and
minimizing the Overhead Ratio. The key contribution of
this research is to reduce congestion in DTNs by using the
proposed hybrid model. In addition to improve Delivery
Ratio, while, decreasing Latency, and to utilize network
resources efficiently in order to reduce overhead ratio.
The remaining work is organized as: Section 2 begins
with state of the art congestion control techniques. In
Section 3, methodology is presented.
Simulation
parameters and performance evaluation is discussed in
Section 4. Section 5 contains the results of simulation.
Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 6

2 Related Work:
It is important to consider the routing protocols in
congestion control scheme, as some congestion control
techniques such as the technique presented in [6-22]
depend on the routing protocols and underlying
environment, while some mechanisms like [23-31], [5]
are independent of the routing protocol that is being used.
Successful transmission of data in intermittently
connected networks is a challenging task. The routing
protocol used for these networks should be more
intelligent than the protocol used in TCP/IP network.
Some routing protocols like Direct Delivery, FC, Seek
and Focus, VADD, FFRDV and GeOpps use forwarding
technique. Other protocols like Epidemic, Spray and
Wait, PROPHET, MaxProp and RAPID use the
replication mechanism. While few of the existing
protocols work on the combination of forwarding and
replication mechanism such as GeoSpray, VDTN-ToD,
TrendOfSpray, PROPHET(+/or) ToD [3]. In Table 1,
Table 2 and Table 3 a summary of current congestion
control efforts is presented.

3.Admission Control along with buffer
Space Advertisement (MACBSA):
Mostly, in proactive techniques, admission control
policies are used to avoid congestion before the
transmission (forwarding and receipt of packet) starts.
Admission rate is define as the adjustment of the input
and output rate of a node. Admission control depends on
the risk estimation value of the transmission. Buffer space
of node, message’s Time to Live (TTL), bandwidth
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availability and data rate etc are used for the calculation
of risk value. Admission control technique tries to
stimulate a congestion free environment. In MACRE,
historical mean value of data rate is used to calculate risk
value that reflects network status [20]. Node’s input rate
is compared with its output rate, if the output rate is
greater than the input rate; node is allowed to receive the
message. Else no more packets are received. This
admission control’s decision tells us whether to
receive/accept a message or not, but lacks the facility to
tell whether to relay/forward a message or not. It means
that the chances are high that a message is relayed and
then dropped because it only applies check on receipt of
packet, but not on forwarding of packet. This is the
drawback of MACRE [20], which was designed
specifically for DTNs. Better results are supposed to be
increased if check is applied on both receipt and
forwarding of packet. Buffer Space Advertisement is
another technique used for controlling congestion [28]. In
Buffer Space Advertisement every node advertises a
message in network which makes all the nodes aware
from the state of buffer of adjacent nodes. In this way a
global congestion control mechanism can be achieved by
using a local scheme. Buffer size (Ba) that will be
advertised is to be calculated by multiplying congestion
threshold (Tc) with the total size of the buffer (Bs) and
then subtract the size of utilized buffer from it.

4 Simulation and Performance
Evaluation:
To analyze the existing routing protocols along with
congestion control algorithm Opportunistic Network
Environment (ONE) simulator is used to conduct
experiments. ONE simulator is preferred for the
simulation, as it provides different mobility models,
Routing protocols designed specifically for DTNs,
different types of contacts that depicts real life scenario of
DTNs, message handling and visualization, and also
provide reports for analyzing. Helsinki city trace (of
4500m x 3400m) is used for mobility with Shortest Path
Map Based movement model. Nodes are moved with an
average velocity of 10km/h to 50km/h. This simulation is
carried out for high traffic (i.e. 1 message per 25-35
seconds) because focus of this study is on congestion that
arises more in case of heavy traffic in an environment
with limited resources. A denser network scenario is
provided by this model. Simulation parameters are listed
in Table 4.

Ba = T C × Bs − B o
The advantage of using the above formula is to deploy the
safety margin. When message drop probability increases
due to congestion, the nodes can use their safety margin to
accommodate the packets instead of packet drop. Safety
margin can be increased or decreased according to the
requirement. By deploying this technique, a check on
forwarding of packet is applied. If the advertised buffer
size of next hop is less than the message size, then the
packet is not forwarded.

4.1 Evaluation Metrics:
The following parameters are used to evaluate MaxProp
along with Congestion Control techniques.

Considering the characteristics of DTN and investigating
the existing congestion control techniques, a hybrid
technique is proposed i.e. Message Admission Control
along with Buffer Space Advertisement to control
congestion. This method combines the admission control
[20] (for receipt) and buffer space advertisement[28] (for
forwarding) in an efficient way for controlling the receipt
and forwarding of packet.

1. Delivery Ratio: Ratio of the number of messages
received by the destination to the total number of
messages generated by the sender.
2. Delivery Latency: Average delay in the reception of
the packet.
3. Overhead Ratio of the message delivery: Ratio of
difference between the number of packets forwarded
by relay node and the number of packets delivered to
the destination by the number of packets delivered.

If receipt and forwarding of packet is controlled, overhead
ratio will surely be reduced, which shows that the network
resources are utilized more efficiently and thus reduces
the chances of arising congestion.
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5 Result discussion and analysis:
The first experiment is conducted using heterogeneous
message size with 2MB buffer size. Simulation is
carried out for different TTL values between 10min to
60min. The observation is that by increasing message
TTL the overhead ratio can be reduced for both plain
MaxProp and MaxProp with congestion control
mechanism. Figure 1 shows the performance of routing
protocol in terms of overhead ratio along with
congestion control mechanism in the shortest path map
based movement model. Moreover, the plot shows that
the proposed congestion control mechanism is very
efficient for reducing overhead ratio. Figure 2 indicates
the delay plot in which marginal gain in latency is
observed. Figure 3 illustrates the performance
evaluation in terms of delivery probability. Delivery
probability is higher in case of MaxProp with
congestion control mechanism.
The second
experiment is conducted using heterogeneous message
size with buffer size between 2 to 8 MB. It is noted that
the network parameters such as delivery probability,
packet latency and overhead ratio are highly dependent
on the buffer size hence experiments are conducted to
present results as a function of buffer size. Figure 4
shows the delivery probability in terms of varying
buffer size. This experiment is conducted by using 126
mobile nodes and message generation interval is
random between [25, 35]. Same behavior is observed
as previously conducted experiments. Increasing buffer
size results in high delivery probability (i.e.
approximately 1) but from 5.5 MB to onwards, no
further improvement in delivery probability is
observed.
Figure 5 shows the effect of congestion
control mechanism on overhead ratio. A comparison of
the overhead ratio between congestion control
mechanism and baseline scenario may be made. It
shows significant reduction in the overhead ratio for
both scenarios with an increase in the buffer size.
Whereas, with smaller buffer size, the proposed
technique makes a significant difference and reduces
overhead ratio. Figure 6 shows the results obtained by
calculating average latency against varying buffer
sizes. At small values of buffer size, the latency is high
for the proposed technique. Table 5 shows the
normalized value of evaluation parameters with
Shortest Path Map Based Movement Model in high
traffic intensity, among varying message sizes.
Simulation results show that, by using anticipated
congestion control mechanism, significant amount of
delivery ratio can be achieved along with the reduction
of the overhead ratio; on the other hand latency is
increased. The baseline scenario uses shortest path to
find relay node, but the proposed technique adds the
buffer occupancy constraint to find a relay node that
may find a node to relay a packet on comparatively
longer distance, which increases delivery probability
however it also increases latency
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6 Conclusion:
In this work simulations are conducted to evaluate the
proposed congestion control methodology and the results
are compared with baseline scenario in which no
congestion control technique is used. In reality, it is hard
to design a protocol which outperforms all the other
techniques in the literature for all the parameters. It is
practical to compromise one factor in order to attain and
improve another parameter. However, the simulation
results show that in case of intense traffic, the
considerable amount of overhead ratio can be reduced. In
general, the average latency is within the tolerable bound
while 10 percent increase in delivery probability is
observed.
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